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Proven performance in diverse applications for over fifteen years.

The Armstone line of cast marble products has proven itself time and again to be a lasting, 
elegant performer in applications as diverse as shopping malls, airports, restaurants, office 
lobbies, department stores, and specialty shops, as well as residential kitchens and bathrooms. 
The use of hard Tennessee marble in combination with high-technology resin creates tile with 
deep rich visual appeal and a rugged personality.

Strike pay dirt with exquisite Treasure.

The newly introduced Armstone Treasure line allows designers to strike it rich with vibrant, 
professionally styled colors. Words such as dramatic, clean, natural and rich describe the ten color
gems found in Armstone Treasure. Each color embodies the fresh new palette that is Armstone 
Treasure. It is styled to coordinate with Armstone Classic 2000, even sharing three colorways 
between the two ranges.

Treasure is available in three finishes – Polished, Honed, Textured – and a wide variety of tile and
slab sizes, including 3/8" (10 mm) gauge tile in sizes from 8" x 8" (200 mm x 200 mm) up to a 
full 24" x 24" (600 mm x 600 mm). Further design enhancement can be found by specifying one 
of the Dimensions in Armstone options to create multi-textural patterns using full size Armstone 
Treasure tile. For a full listing of available colors and sizes, please refer to the table provided in 
the “Cast Marble Floor Tiles” screen.

Versatility for any job.

Whether your project includes simply floor tile, or a wider range of other stone materials, 
Armstone Treasure most likely can be provided to your exact needs. Armstone is available in both
3/8" (10 mm) tile and 3/4" (20mm) gauge panels. Panels may be either untrimmed for on-site 
fabrication use, or provided trimmed to an exact 48" x 48" (1220 mm x 1220 mm). Panel material
may also be bonded together to form thicker shapes, or combined with tile gauge pieces to create 
more intricate pieces such as column surrounds, fountain caps or planter facings. Full custom 
fabrication facilities are available, with capabilities including edge detailing, engraving, insetting 
of logos or other designs in stone or metal, and panel bonding. Please contact your local 
Armstone distributor, or PermaGrain directly for a quotation on your fabrication needs.

Built-in safety.

Armstone Treasure, as are all PermaGrain flooring surfaces, is classified by Underwriters 



Laboratories as to slip resistance, and meets all current requirements set forth by the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) for accessible routes. Armstone is also classified as a Class A 
flooring surface (ASTM E-84).

For additional information on Armstone Treasure, or any of our other products or services, please 
refer to our printed Sweet’s catalog, or visit our site on the World Wide Web at 
www.permagrain.com, or send your e-mail request for information, literature or product samples 
to customerservice@permagrain.com
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